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History – STI achievements, two examples

Source: IATT first mapping paper, 2015

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/7810Mapping%20UN%20Technology%20Facilitation%20Initiatives%20July%2023%202015%20clean%203.pdf
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History – STI achievements but long time to impact, 
slow complementary factors

Source: IATT first mapping paper, 2015

• 1963, Dr. Borlaug first visit India, with 100kg wheat 
seeds cross-bred in Mexico

• Some observers attribute India’s agri success to 
rural community organizations - Mahatma 
Gandhi’s “Village Republic” vision, seeking 
indigenous capacities for agricultural “folk 
solutions,” had reached 16,300 villages by 1950’s.

• In Africa, despite decades long efforts, growth in 
crop yields by far the slowest. 25% of the global 
poor were in Africa in 2002, 50% in 2015, 
projected 87% by 2030. 82% of the poor in Africa 
in rural areas earning living primarily in farming.

• Why – weak research, farmers knowledge / 
extension services, access to financing, market 
structures, institutions, regional harmonization, 
fragility, climate change… all of the above?

Green Revolution HIV AIDS
• Since late 1970’s, opportunistic infections observed 

in Africa. First HIV clinical case identified in US, 1981.

• Limited progress over 15 years, with communities 
and national authorities faced devastating denial and 
stigma attached to the unfamiliar disease.

• Technological and institutional progress in 1996: 
antiretroviral therapy shown to be effective, WB 
seminal research demonstrating case for national 
programs on HIV/AIDS, policy advocacy and creation 
of UNAIDS.

• Another 15 years to reach critical mass international 
resource mobilization (Gates Foundation, US 
PEPFAR) toward containment of deaths.

• Millions lives could have been saved if progress were 
made 10 years earlier.

If containing HIV/AIDS alone takes 30 years, and no replication of green revolution from Asia to Africa 
after 50 years, no way to achieve all the SDGs in 15 years. Need acceleration – but how?

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/7810Mapping%20UN%20Technology%20Facilitation%20Initiatives%20July%2023%202015%20clean%203.pdf
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Supply of international STI support – question not on 
volume but quality, effectiveness and complementarity

Source: IATT second mapping paper, 2016; OECD 2018 (forthcoming)

1. Poverty
2. Food
3. Health
4. Education
5. Gender
6. Water
7. Energy
8. Jobs/Growth
9. Ind./Inno./Infra.
10. Inequalities
11. Cities
12. SCP
13. Climate
14. Ocean
15. Forest/Biodiv.
16. Institutions
17. Partnerships

UN System agencies work on STI for SDGs, by budget

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/147462017.05.05_IATT-STI-Mapping.pdf
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International facilitation and cooperation for STI 
roadmaps – possible TFM core mandate

International

National

Subnational

• Data, evidence
• Intl. expertise
• Good practices
• Needs and gap 

assessments

• Monitoring 
progress

• Planning & 
matching 
resources

• Private initiatives
• Local and 

indigenous 
knowledge

• “Key Inputs” for roadmap steps across multiple levels
• What analysis, modality of engagements and platform functions 

can best support national and international STI for SDGs efforts?
• UN’s roles in SDGs follow-up and review through 2020-23 cycle?
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